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1UP COVER STORY | WEEK OF AUGUST 6 | DARING GAMES AND DESIGNERS

Vanilla Sky: The Beautiful Worlds of
George Kamitani
Cover Story: Vanillaware's founder and the fight to keep games the way he likes
them: in 2D.

o dynamic better encapsulated the sea change the games industry saw in the late 90s than
the clashing philosophies behind the Sony PlayStation and the Sega Saturn. While the
PlayStation was instrumental in cementing the popularity of 3D games, the Saturn strove to

be the ultimate 2D machine. This decision would prove to be one of the albatrosses that weighed
down the system, ultimately dooming it to third place and heralding the eventual end of Sega as we
knew it. But retail death had no bearing on the quality of the games that appeared on the system,
which stood as some of the most beautiful, inventive 2D experiences ever made. Sadly, the Saturn
proved to be a last gasp for the 2D era as 3D games rose to prominence; and even though 2D games
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made a comeback in recent years with the rise of digital marketplaces, few truly embody the spirit of
artistry that Saturn games exhibited.

Enter George Kamitani, an artist and designer who refused to bow to changing trends, instead
making the types of games he grew up loving: 2D games. His pedigree supports this, as he worked
on games all the way back to the '80s. In the '90s, he found himself at Capcom working on notable
cult hits like Saturday Night Slam Masters and the two Dungeons & Dragons arcade games (Tower of
Doom and Shadow Over Mystara). But it's the D&D games that most influenced the trajectory of his
career (and inspired upcoming Vita game Dragon's Crown); though brawlers were on their way out,
the D&D games seemed intent on fleshing out the concept as much as possible before they
disappeared. Where most beat-em-ups give you a range of options you'll probably never use, here
you're forced to master every single one, including power attacks, blocking, and evading, almost
bringing the feeling of a proper fighting game into the mix. But more importantly, everything that these
games embodied -- incredibly detailed sprites and art, engrossing beat-em-up mechanics, and light
RPG elements -- ended up becoming trademarks of his best-known work to come.

Eventually ending up at Atlus, Kamitani and a dedicated team of like-minded developers and artists
created Princess Crown, a game that fully represented both Kamitani's influences as a designer and
the Saturn's vast stable of gorgeous 2D games. It's clear that Kamitani loved the style of gameplay in
the D&D games he worked on, as Princess Crown married the brawler and RPG genres in a similar
way, expanding on the concept by making the structure more exploratory and the RPG elements
more pronounced. But it's the fusion of superior art and thoughtful mechanics that truly made
Princess Crown shine. Sprites and backgrounds look like paintings, and the animations were
sophisticated enough to do them justice, a philosophy that would soon take the form of the company
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Kamitani founded known as Vanillaware.

A small team of a little over twenty people, Vanillaware became George Kamitani's way to make the
games he wanted to make with other like-minded designers in tow. Its initial volley of games, Odin
Sphere and GrimGrimoire, exhibited exactly as much artistry as in Princess Crown, but with more
processor power, making the games look almost as good as their concept art in the process. Better
still was their method of bringing the art to life by animating each individual body part and background
element to create fully believable, fluid movement that you never would have thought possible with art
direction so detailed and imaginative. In short, his new company seemed determined to keep the
spirit of the Saturn alive through beautiful, ambitious 2D games.

But don't be fooled into thinking that Vanillaware's innovations stop at the superficial, as they regularly
dabble in paradigms not commonly explored. Before episodic games took off, both Odin Sphere and
Princess Crown divided their playable characters up into their own chapters that feature similar
gameplay to each other, but tell the game's story from that character's point of view. GrimGrimoire
was born from their desire to make a game like Starcraft using the Vanillaware house style. The result
was an accessible real-time strategy game that, while built with more innate limitations than PC RTS
games, worked incredibly well with a controller. Even Muramasa: The Demon Blade, which seems to
be the least remarkable of their stable of games, features a combat system that relies more on
intuition based on the control stick's direction than executing exacting maneuvers at the right moment
(lending a feeling similar to the 3D Ninja Gaiden games).
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For George Kamitani and
his team, Vanillaware is
their passion project.

It's important to remember that Kamitani is equals
parts designer and artist, a rarity in the modern
game industry. He often approaches games by
creating the art first, then the game concept based
on the art. This seems backwards at first, as most
developers will at least do some initial discussion
of how the game will play or what the themes of
the game will be. But this approach actually allows
him to make the art and gameplay to connect
better. Details like a character's weapon and
physical features will determine how he or she will
ultimately animate and play, and creating this
synergy allows Kamitani to create a more
cohesive, living world. This marriage of striking
artistry and inspired mechanics influenced
Vanillaware's very structure, where every member
of the team is, like Kamitani, an artist in addition to
his or her official job title.

This method of development, while effective, always proved unrealistic for big publishers and
developers. Many of the industry's old guard declared that making quality 2D console games was
prohibitively expensive and, until recently, out of fashion. The fact that Vanillaware can make such
lush graphics and put the big publishers to shame is nothing short of a miracle, but this feat becomes
even more admirable when you realize the stark reality of Vanillaware's situation: they don't really
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make much money. When they released Odin Sphere, the game sold just enough to fund their next
game, Muramasa. They're slowly raising their profile enough that they may be able to reap more
benefits in the future, but for now, they're content to just release amazing games in the style they
love. For most other developers, making a game like this would be considered a passion project. For
George Kamitani and his team, Vanillaware is their passion project.

Committed to his vision even during the "death" of 2D games, George Kamitani shares his love of
them by showing people how far beyond people's preconceived perceptions he can take the concept.
His lush visual extravaganzas felt like they came from an alternate timeline where the Sega Saturn
set the agenda for the future of the games industry, a future where inventive 2D games never left the
forefront. But even if you disregard the inspired art direction of all his games, the sum of Kamitani's
work adds up to some of the best, most forward-thinking games on the market regardless of
dimensions.

Jeremy Signor
Jeremy Signor knows that the food in Vanillaware games isn't real, but he can't help but drool over it
regardless. Excuse him while he raids the fridge.
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Great article...
Posted: Aug 12, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Pheonix03

Vanillaware is my favorite game developer alongside Nintendo and PlatinumGames. The passion
they put into their work is increidble and the end result is some of the most charming and inventive
games ever made. I hope Vanillaware begins to make more profit so they can become a gaming
giant in the future.

Flag | Reply

I'm curious ...
Posted: Aug 09, 2012 12:00AM PST by  ThatCoreyIsASpy!

I'm curious at what George thinks of Code of Princess for the 3DS. Considering the art of the game
is being done by Kinu Nishima (famous former Capcom artist who also worked on both D&D arcade
games) you would think he would say something about it. Maybe he has. I don't know.

Good article.
Flag | Reply

the only person to rent grimgrimoire in 2 years at my local video store
Posted: Aug 09, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Render

oh man. my love for vanillaware games in only matched by my love for the 2d bioware/interplay era.
i played the gamut of odin sphere, grimgrimoire and muramasa, though most of my love goes to
odin sphere & it's incredibly overdramatic & apocalyptic storyline. Odin sphere was also the first
game that really challenged me to think & plan & learn boss battles because i wanted to know
WHAT HAPPENED TO VELVET OMG (i realize i could have just watched youtube, but it was soo
satisfying to get the 'good' ending). i may have to play it again..
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Flag | Reply

Probably going to have to wait for a long time

I don't know about a 3rd game but as for Dragon Force on PSN there's probably
a lot of licensing issues since it was originally translated for the Saturn. The
remake on PS2 never came stateside.

Flag

Still waiting for...
Posted: Aug 09, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Starknight

Dragon Force 3. Besides, where's the original Dragon Force for PSN?
Flag | Reply

Posted: Aug 09, 2012 12:00AM PST by  azuremoon26

One of my favorite contemporary developers
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  azuremoon26

Vanillaware and Kamitani's work are some of the few things this jaded, old gamer still looks forward
to. When I play games these days, I like to feel I'm going through an experience and being wow'd by
all the artwork in a Vanillaware game is always a joy for me. I do feel that they deserve more for
their work and it was disheartening to hear they make so little money, but at the same time my
respect for them increased because it isn't about making money.

I really do hope that someone picks up Grand Knights History again for domestic release. I was very
disappointed when it was shelved.

Flag | Reply

Ah, Vanillaware...
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Bezdomny

I remember the first time I saw Odin Sphere (it was in an issue of Play) and pretty much had to get
the game once I saw it. While I agree that the game had some pacing problems it became pretty
much one of my favorite games and cemented me as a Vanillaware fan from then on. Afterwards I
also purchased GrimGrimoire and Muramasa.

 

I'm still slightly disappointed that Grand Knights History was cancelled, but I'm looking forward to
playing Dragon's Crown on my Vita in the near future. Here's to hoping that we'll continue to see
more from Vanillaware.

Flag | Reply

Title Of Comment
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Maver1ck_Zer0

2D games are way underrated in my opinion. Thank goodness for people like this keeping them
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alive.
Flag | Reply

I think the reason they don't...

Is because of insufficiently standardized inputs.  Just a complete guess, but if I
was them that would be my concern.

Flag

PC port all this, you dopes
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  gruevy

They really need to get this shit on Steam. This would sell like hotcakes on PC.
Flag | Reply

Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  MikkiSaturn

Gamers/Consumers
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  mirahsan2

See, these game are great. I wish more people would give other games a chance instead of always
going for the mainstream or the same thing over and over. If more people did this, more consumers
and gamers overall that is, we'd see more actually new and inventive games out there. Call of Duty,
Resident Evil, Madden certainly aren't bad games but the creative gaming world hurts when people
don't expand their field of vision. Well, just wish people would give something different a chance
every once in a while.

Flag | Reply

Muramasa is great
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  V4Viewtiful

playing it was soo much fun
Flag | Reply

that

Would be freakin' amazing. 

Imagine That...
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Badrabbit008

I always hoped Capcom and Vanillaware got together and worked on the Mega Man X series, could
you imagine? 

Flag | Reply

Posted: Aug 09, 2012 12:00AM PST by  xWhackoJacko
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This article sells Muramasa short
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  MikkiSaturn

It's really good and quite deep.  It has a large number of absolutley incredible bosses too.  Anyone
that likes action games should give it a try.

 
Flag | Reply

I love these games!
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Shi_Wei_Li

Seriously, there isn't a bad vanillaware game.  I'll buy every title they bring stateside!
Flag | Reply

Great Games
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  evildog13

I'm glad 2-D isn't dead, to me it still has a lot of potential. Vanillaware has proven this several times
over and I hope they can keep it up. 

Flag | Reply

I hope not!

EB Games seems to say it's coming to PS3 as well - I hope it's not just Vita!
Flag

It was supposed to be on PS3 too

Best 2D graphics
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Arekusandora

Seriously. Vanillaware always makes the most gorgeous games ever! The colors, design, music.
Perfection. Though they tend to be repetitive, but it's something I can overlook thanks to the
graphics and gameplay.

If you haven't play any of their games, don't think about it and just buy them.

 

By the way, Dragon's Crown is coming only to Vita?!?!?!
Flag | Reply

Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  c0debunny

Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  MikkiSaturn
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But the PS3 versions seems to have hit some problems.  To which I can only say
NOOOOOOOOOO  I don't want a vita, and though I absolutely love VanillaWare,
I can't justify buying a Vita for their game.  Also, to relegate those big beautiful
sprites to the screen of a portable hand held is just criminal.  

Flag

Cancelled.

Vanillaware isn't a huge company, and couldn't spare any resources due to their
work on Dragon's Crown.

Flag

well.....

PSP isn't region locked if I remember correctly so you could get a Japanese
version if you were inclined to.

Flag

Wah waaaah

That makes me pretty sad
Flag

I was aware of its cancellation

but I was hoping another publisher would pick it up in the future.

 

And I don't see the point in playing an RPG in Japanese.
Flag

Any news on
Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Alucard-XII

Grand Knight History making it to the states?
Flag | Reply

Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  bobservo

Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Regulus27

Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  kidgorilla7

Posted: Aug 08, 2012 12:00AM PST by  Alucard-XII
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